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In order to help blessed couples to fulfill the ideal of creation and become supreme happy couples, the 

blessed families department of the Dominican Republic with the organization High Noon held a seminar 

for parents and blessed couples at the Armonía y Paz farm on June 8 2023. Twenty-one couples and 10 

parents, whose spouses were unable to attend due to work, plus 12 staff members, participated. 

 

The seminar began at 10 am with opening remarks by the master of ceremony and High Noon staff 

member, Tobias Melgarejo. Afterwards, the national leader of the Dominican Republic, Bernardo Cruz, 

offered an opening prayer for the seminar. Later, Reverend Leonidas Belliard, director of the FFWPU of 

the Celestial Caribbean subregion 5, welcomed all the participants and the staff of High Noon. 

 

Miss Karina Mendez, blessed second generation and speaker of High Noon, gave the first lecture 

speaking about how high Noon started, it's purpose and development. The second lecture was given by 

Mr. Robert, husband of Karina Mendez, second generation, who gave a spoke about the value of sexual 

integrity and how blessed couples can solve problems of sexual intimacy. The third lecture was given by 

the founders of High Noon, Mr. and Mrs. Wolfenberger, speaking about The Value of Heavenly Sex 

Organs, based on True Parents' teaching. The fourth and final lecture was also given by the founders of 

High Noon,and it was about: How to be a supremely happy couple, based on heavenly sexual intimacy. 

 

During the seminar there were several group discussion sessions, as well as question and answer sections. 

The seminar concluded with words of thanks to the staff and founders of High Noon by the national 

leader of the FFWPU Dominican Republic, Mr. Bernardo Cruz and a group photo. 

 

 
 

 

 


